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A pulse scheme for phase sensitive detection of two-dimensional
(2D) homonuclear correlation magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR
spectra is proposed. This scheme combines the time proportional
phase increment phase cycling scheme and the time reversal 2D
MAS experiment. This approach enables the direct detection of
purely absorptive 2D MAS spectra, containing cross peaks that
connect only diagonal peaks of dipolar correlated spins. © 1998

Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION

The introduction of the rotor frequency-driven dipolar re-
coupling (RFDR) sequence has provided a simple strategy for
the detection of two-dimensional (2D) homonuclear dipolar
correlation spectra in magic angle spinning (MAS) NMR of
uniformly enriched molecules in polycrystalline materials (1).
This approach was extended by using a variety of new tech-
niques, such as RIL and TOBSY, which have resulted in
similar and improved results (2–4). The analysis of the 2D
correlation spectra can assist in structure determination of
systems that are inaccessible by diffraction techniques (5, 6).
Absorption lineshapes of the diagonal and cross peaks in 2D
spectra are a requirement for optimal resolution in these spec-
tra. In 1D NMR, quadrature detection enables one to obtain
pure absorption lineshapes by phase correction of the Fourier-
transformed spectra (7). In 2D NMR spectroscopy, the time
proportional phase increment (TPPI) phase cycling scheme can
provide absorptive lineshapes in both dimensions (8). In this
procedure thet1 dependence of the 2D signal reflects itself as
an amplitude modulation of thet2 acquisition signal compo-
nents, cos(v1t1 1 vTt1)exp(iv2t2), with v1 andv2 resonance
frequencies andvT a frequency shift equal to half the Nyquist
frequency. Fourier transformation separates the spectral lines
of the echo and anti-echo signals byvT and results in the
absorption lineshapes (7, 9).

When the TPPI approach is applied to solid samples rotating at
the magic angle, the signals in the 2D magic angle spinning NMR

experiment do not consist of simple cos(v1t1 1 vTt1)exp(iv2t2)
terms, leading to auto-cross peaks between the center and side-
bands due to the chemical shift anisotropy, as well as nonpure
absorptive lineshapes (10). These cross peaks complicate the 2D
MAS spectra and cause unwanted signal intensity distributions
lowering the spectral resolution. To eliminate the auto-cross peaks
in 2D MAS exchange NMR measurements, De Jonget al. sug-
gested synchronizing the mixing time with the sample rotation
(11). To obtain pure absorption lines, Hagemeyeret al.combined
2D spectra measured using this synchronization with 2D spectra
using a time reversal scheme (10, 12–14).

In this article the time reversal experiment is combined with
the TPPI method in order to detect directly in one single
experiment phase sensitive 2D MAS homonuclear correlation
spectra with absorption lineshapes of fully13C enriched solid
compounds.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pulse scheme of the 2D MAS NMR correlation spec-
troscopy is presented in Fig. 1. All experiments were per-
formed on a crystalline [U–13C]L-tyrosine z HCl sample. In a
standard TPPI 2D correlation NMR experiment, the evolution
time t1 dependence of the signalS(t1, t2) components equals
to the sum of time dependent (11) quantum coherences
{exp(2iv1 t1)} and (21) quantum coherences {exp(iv1 t1)}
of the spin system

cos~v1t1 1 vTt1!exp~iv2t2! , [1]

while the (21) coherence is monitored during the detection
period t2. After the Fourier transformation these echo and the
anti-echo components are separated from each other by a
frequencyvT, equal to half the Nyquist frequency (7).

In MAS NMR, the chemical shift anisotropies (CSA) of the
observed spins complicate the spectra by generating sidebands
flanking the centerbands. The FID of a single spin, with a CSA
tensor with Euler angles (a, b, g) in the rotor frame, can be
written asf *( g ) f (g1vr t ) , with f(x) a function of the form
(ndnexp(inx) (13). In this expression the isotropic shift is
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omitted and the coefficientsdn are functions of all parameters
defining the CSA tensor, exceptg. The signal of the anti-echo
part of the 2D TPPI MAS NMR experiment on this spin has the
form

~ f* ~g ! f ~g 1 vr t1!!~ f* ~g 1 vr t1! f ~g 1 vr t1 1 vr t2!! [2]

and the echo signal becomes

f ~g ! f* ~g 1 vr t1! f* ~g 1 vr t1! f ~g 1 vr t1 1 vr t2! , [3]

where the additional coefficients exp(ivTt1) and exp(2ivTt1)
generated by the TPPI phase cycling, respectively, are omitted.
In these expressions it is assumed that the length of the mixing
time is equal to an integer multiple of the spinning periodNtr,
according to De Jonget al. (11). In these formulae no cross
correlation and relaxation processes during this time are taken
into account. Integration overg, needed to obtain the signal of
a powder sample, results in the anti-echo signal

O
n

d*ndnexp$invr ~t1 1 t2!% [4]

and the echo signal

O
l,m,n

d*m2l1nd*l dmdnexp{2imvr t1}exp$invr t2% , [5]

where we used that

f ~ x! f * ~ x! 5 1 and
1

2p E
0

2p

dg exp~ing ! 5 dk0.

Addition of these signals, according to the TPPI procedure,
will not result in a sum of terms of the form of Eq. [1] and
therefore will not result in pure absorptive peaks in the 2D
spectrum. In Fig. 2 the 2D spectrum of this TPPI experiment is
shown. As can be seen in this figure, some of the diagonal
peaks do not exhibit absorption lineshapes. In addition auto-
cross peaks between center and sidebands are present that are
not eliminated by the phase cycling. Only those centerbands,
which have CSA tensor values smaller than the spinning speed,
are absorptive and do not show auto-cross peaks. To obtain
pure absorption for all diagonal peaks and to eliminate the
auto-cross peaks the anti-echo experiment must be combined
with an echo time reversal experiment, in which the mixing
time is reduced by an amount equalt1, as suggested by Hage-
meyeret al. (13). The echo time reversal experiment gives a
2D signal of the form

f ~g ! f * ~g 1 vr t1! f * ~g ! f ~g 1 vr t2! , [6]

while the corresponding anti-echo experiment results in a sig-
nal of the form

FIG. 2. Contour plot of a 2D MAS spectrum of [U–13C]Tyrosine z HCl
collected with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1, without time reversal (l 5 0) at a
spinning speedvr /2p 5 8000 6 4 Hz with tm 5 0. The circle indicates a
nonabsorption lineshape, while the arrows indicate the lines of auto-cross
peaks.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the phase-sensitive RFDR pulse se-
quence used for the absorption mode 2D MAS dipolar correlation experiments.
Relevant rotation angles are depicted on top of the corresponding pulse, while
the RF phases are indicated beneath the pulses. The entire1H–13C RAMP
preparation phasef1 was varied following the TPPI scheme. An XY-8 train of
rotor-synchronizedp-pulses was applied during the mixing time. Coherence
transfer pathway selection, ring-down elimination, and time reversal were
attained by cycling of the phasesf2, f3, andfref and switching between the
non-time-reversed (l 5 0) and time-reversed (l 5 1) experiments, as listed in
Table 1. t1 and t2 indicate the evolution and acquisition time, respectively,
according to the standard convention.
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f * ~g ! f ~g 1 vr t1! f * ~g ! f ~g 1 vr t2! . [7]

The g-integrated signals become

O
n

d*ndnexp$invr ~2t1 1 t2!% [8]

for the echo experiment and

O
l,m,n

d*m2l1nd*l dmdnexp$imvr t1%exp$invr t2% , [9]

for the anti-echo experiment, respectively. The addition of the
anti-echo and echo signals in Eqs. [4] and [8] yields

O
n

d*ndncos$nvr t1%exp$invr t2!} [10]

FIG. 3. Contour plots of absorption mode 2D MAS spectra of [U–13C]Ty-
rosinez HCl collected with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1, withvr /2p 5 64006
3 Hz andtm 5 0. For (a) the anti-echo experiment without time reversal (03
21 3 l 5 0 3 0 3 21) is combined with the echo experiment with time
reversal (03 113 l 5 13 03 21), and for (b) the anti-echo experiment
with time reversal (03 213 l 5 13 03 21) is combined with the echo
experiment without time reversal (03 113 l 5 03 03 21).

FIG. 4. Contour plots of absorption mode 2D MAS dipolar correlation
spectra of [U–13C]Tyrosinez HCl collected with the pulse sequence of Fig. 1
and the phase cycle shown in Table 1, withvr /2p 5 80006 4 Hz andtm 5
8tr. The contours (a) and (b) were obtained with and without time reversal
(03 613 l 5 03 03 21), respectively.
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and of Eqs. [5] and [9] gives

O
l,m,n

d*m2l1nd*l dmdncos$invr t1%exp$invr t2% . [11]

Both of these signals are equal to a sum of cosine-exponent
terms, resulting in pure absorption lines, but only Eq. [10] does
not result in any auto-cross peaks. The time reversal TPPI
MAS experiments corresponding to Eqs. [10] and [11] are
shown in Fig. 3. Only the combination of the anti-echo with the
time-reversed echo signals results in a pure absorption spec-
trum free of auto-cross peaks. The 32-phase cycle of the proper
time reversal TPPI experiment is presented in Table 1. This
phase cycling scheme is used to obtain the homonuclear cor-
relation spectrum shown in Fig. 4a. For comparison, the spec-
trum obtained by a standard TPPI MAS experiment is shown in
Fig. 4b.

From these spectra it can be concluded that with the method
presented in this paper, one can obtain pure absorption 2D
correlation spectra in a single experiment by combining TPPI
with the time reversal experiment. The resulting 2D spectra
exhibit cross peaks only between the diagonal peaks of corre-
lated spins as well as center and sideband signals that are all
purely absorptive. Therefore, this strategy enhances the spec-
tral resolution and sensitivity, which helps to improve the
strategy of structure elucidation using 2D MAS NMR correla-
tion spectra.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

Uniformly 13C enriched tyrosine was obtained from Cam-
bridge Isotope Laboratories. The HCl salt was prepared by
dissolving the tyrosine in 1M HCl in H2O, followed by evap-
oration of the solvent.

All NMR experiments were performed on a DMX500 Bruker
spectrometer, equipped with a double-tuned 4-mm CP/MAS

probe. The tyrosine was packed in a 4-mm rotor, using 2.5-mm
spacers to reduce the effective RF inhomogeneity over the sample.
Spectra were collected with a sweep width of 50 kHz at a spinning
speed of 6.2 kHz, vr /2p , 8 kHz. The13C nutation frequency
was 60 kHz. RAMP cross polarization with a contact time of 2 ms
was used (15). The cycle time between scans was typically 1 s and
data were acquired under TPPM1H heteronuclear dipolar decou-
pling with a phase-modulation angle of 18°, while the flip pulse
length of 6.2ms was adjusted to yield optimal13C resolution (16).
The offset between the cross polarization and decoupling power
was 3 dB. During the mixing timep-pulses were applied in the
middle of the rotor period in order to recouple the dipolar inter-
actions between the carbons and XY-8 phase cycling was used
(1, 17). The FIDS were recorded with 2k data points and 128
points in thet1 dimension were recorded. The data was zero filled
up to a 2k in both dimensions. In thet1 dimension a sine-square
apodization, shifted byp/2, was used prior to Fourier transforma-
tion and in thet2 dimension a Lorentzian broadening of 10 Hz was
applied.
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